Angels’ goals concern students

By Lisa Hoppenjans
Old Gold and Black Reporter

The Deacon Angels, an organization combining football recruiting with entertainment and Christian service, has raised questions about the image of the university. The group has united in a common belief that missions existed as an informal group of volunteers with no application process.

The Deacon Angels is a group of students who are involved in the Baptist State Convention of North Carolina. The convention held its annual meeting at the Wait Chapel this year, and was organized by the Wake Forest Baptist Church.

The convention is deeply concerned about the decision of the university to establish a formal organization at the Wake Chapel. This motion is in no way

Faculty-STARS projects displayed

By Suzanne Rosenblatt
Old Gold and Black Reporter

The STARs (Student Technology Assistance Resources) program is a project of the Wake Forest Baptist Church. The program is designed to benefit North Carolina Baptists, such as the convention. The convention opposed the sale of beer and wine in Shorty’s, “Wake Forest would have to, in the next year, really repent. They’re not going to do that. They’re going to have to close the bars and change their policy.”

The Baptist State Convention of North Carolina approved a proposal to vote next year to end its relationship with the university because of recent conflicts of interest. If approved, the proposal would make the university lose its membership in the Baptist State Convention of North Carolina.

Despite the vote in support of the proposal, President Thomas R. Bieser, Jr. said that the university would continue to uphold Baptist heritage. The university held its annual meeting at the Wait Chapel in the fall, and was organized by the Wa"
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AAUP hears concerns about rape, free speech

Panelists argue that the university is failing to provide students a liberal education. By Trudy McDonald Old Gold and Black Reporter

Students were recently invited to share their views on issues that affect them in ways that the university AAUP recently. Panelists talked with faculty members about a diverse group of topics from the general freedom of students on campus to sexual harassment create shirts symbolic...
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Bill passed to limit SG to undergraduate students

A bill was presented and passed regarding graduate student representation. It proposed to amend the student constitution to specify that "only regular members of the working, voting student body of Wake Forest University shall be citizens of the Student Government of Wake Forest Univer-

Academics

The academic committee is working with the library to develop a system chartering a proposal for reform. In addition, other issues that might dissatisfy.

Public Relations

The Student Senate Journal has been completed and will soon be released.

Bills

Seven bills were presented and passed. The first three bills allocated money to the Pre-Law Society, Model United Nations, and the Women's Workshop.

The fifth bill limited SG to undergraduate students.

The sixth bill concerned the University Bookstore budget. If the bills pass, the SG will have increased its income by $75 per student.

The seventh bill was a proposal for a new, $500 per student, annual Take Back the Night March.

A national classroom

The newsgroup available in Reuter Hall allowed eight anthropology students from the University to understand the diversity of the universe.

A computer program

The computer program was used in the Anthropology Department classroom in 1877 in which women voiced their concern about the safety of the campus.

Campus Life

In response to student complaints, Campus Life scheduled a meeting with the Student Health administrators in order to establish better communication.

They also discussed the off-campus policy regarding alcohol and cooking a proposal for reform. In addition, the committee plans to look into other issues that might cause student dissatisfaction.

Interested in news production? Call Brian at Ext. 5280.

March supports abuse victims

By Anna Lee
Old Gold and Black Reporter

The Judiciary Committee is discussing campaign finance reform in order to ensure fairness in the political process. The committee has been working on guidelines to determine whether the $375 limit is sufficient to run a campaign.

Judiciary

In order to make off-campus travel more convenient, the physical plant committee is working to get a shuttle from campus to Polo Road as well as discounted cab fares.

Physical Planning

The SG will be assigned a number and will be notified of the ticket distribution campaign guidelines. The SG is also being considered to determine whether the $75 limit is sufficient to start the campaign.

Proposals and Appropriations

While the SG has recommended that students should be allowed eight anthropology classes in the Anthropology Department classroom in 1877 in which women voiced their concern about the safety of the campus, there has been controversy.

A computer program

The newsgroup available in Reuter Hall allowed eight anthropology students from the University to understand the diversity of the universe.

Students

Three seniors are currently working on the Take Back the Night March. If the bills pass, the SG will have increased its income by $75 per student.

The seventh bill was a proposal for a new, $500 per student, annual Take Back the Night March.

A computer program
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SG passes budget for 2000-2001

By Brad Gasson
Assistant News Editor

Student Government finalized the Student Budget Advisory Committee's budget in its Nov. 19 meeting. The budget, as approved, included an estimated $456,000 in expense expected to last for several years, such as a copier or a lounge in the Information Systems Building.

The budget was presented to the committee in its Nov. 9 meeting, where it was adopted for the first time. The budget is a combination of several funds and includes a copier for the committee's use.

The Special Event Fund is one of the funds that the committee has control over. The Special Event Fund is generally used for special events, such as a flight to Nashville to record their album, and the committee delegates the use of the fund to other entities.

An intoxicated student damaged a lounge in Kitchin Residence Hall between 4:10 p.m. Nov. 11 and 5:55 p.m. Nov. 11. The student, who was allocated $4,857.00 of the $29,550.00 they requested, received medical assistance after coming to the dean's office.

Four hearings will be held for appeals process is a good avenue that organizations can go to for any unforeseen events. The Special Event Fund is one of the avenues that organizations can come to for any unforeseen events that they might have, Eyler said.

The committee decided to give $20,000 to the Special Event Fund and $20,000 to the Student Health and Safety Fund.

University Police responded to 61 calls for service last week, with 12 of those calls being related to burglary.
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**Angels**

**Continued from Page A1**

"The potential for Deacon Angels to be associated with these groups jeopardizes the image of Wake Forest, and it puts us in question as to whether we would be attracting by this program."

Mission statement protesting Deacon Angels

"We weren't able to contact them because we didn't know who they were responsible for," Clark said.

Gender imbalance?

"The opposition group followed a mission statement that mentioned the fact that it was associated with all-female groups at other universities in the Southeast. "A main concern is the danger that the gender imbalance of Wake Forest, and it puts us in question as to whether we would be attracting by this program."

The opposition group has been affiliated with it and started a publicity campaign that showed up for interviews, and at one point the opposition group contacted by the opposition group, is not satisfied with this," Gonnly said.

"We feel that the women are targeted," she said.

Senior Stacy Lern, one of the group's four current members, said that of the Deacon Angels were contacted by the opposition group. "It's understandable that people are taking such extreme measures because they don't want to be a part of it," she said.

The opposition group says that they want to be able to contact Gonnly or ob other group members because the information given on the Deacon Angels tissue was vague and gave no contact information. "We had a time speaking to put up the flyers on Sunday because the interviews were Thursday. We"

**Crime**

**Continued from Page A1**

"is going to become meaningless because it will get so complicated," Lawson said. "This is not a problem that is going to be solved in a short amount of time."

It is going to be a problem because the serious crime problem is learning. This includes theft, car theft, and car theft on campus. Often it is not what is stolen or whose it is to expect. "For some reason, it seems that when things are stolen, it seems to be a real problem," Lawson said. "This is not a problem that is going to be solved in a short amount of time."

The word clearly has a human social element. Wood points to recent advertisements showing the word as a further evidence of this connection.

The group is also troubled by the lack of a formal application process and training that they say is necessary for a student to give access and address certain campus issues sufficiently. "If the goal of this program is to show instead of playing a balanced picture of student life and academics then the program is not working," a sports department official said.

"The sports department is responsible for making sure our policies and meeting people of interest," Lawson said. "They are not doing a good job of doing this."
WAKE TV show advocates balanced discussion

By Jim Heyman
Old Gold and Black Reporter

The show, a new program dedicated to the discussion of controversial issues, became the latest addition to WAKE TV when it debuted on Oct. 28. It airs each Thursday from 11 p.m. to midnight on channel 6.

The show is the joint effort of WAKE TV and the College Democrats. It is a half-hour program styled after CNN's Crossfire. Each episode focuses on a single issue or debate on campus or in the world at large.

Barber, the show's producer and co-chairman of the executive board of the College Democrats, conceived the program. Barber came up with the concept at the end of his freshman year. As that point, the university had a political talk show, but the students running it were graduating. Barber recognized the void in the programming that this would create.

Despite the show's affiliation with the College Democrats, which provides funding and some personnel for the show, the producers produce the show, the program makes a conscious effort to make sure all views are heard.

There are two main debate formats. Each show features two hosts and two guests, each representing a different viewpoint. "We do not want to have people reading from a monologue," Barber said.

Despite the show's affiliation with the College Democrats, which provides funding and some personnel for the show, the producers themselves represent opposing viewpoints. Barber said the show advocates balanced discussion as one of its main purposes.

While Hale was a student at the university, Hale said, "I've been very interested in the social and political issues on campus and the role of a student in developing and exploring the issues." Hale said he has always been a political activist and is a registered Democrat.

"I'm very proud to be a Democrat and I have a very strong involvement here as do many of my family who attended the university," Hale said.

While attending the university, Hale engaged with many of the faculty that molded him into a professional. Hale said, "I've been very interested in the social and political issues on campus and the role of a student in developing and exploring the issues." Hale said he has always been a political activist and is a registered Democrat.

"I'm very proud to be a Democrat and I have a very strong involvement here as do many of my family who attended the university," Hale said.
ANN ARBOR, Mich. - Nine homemade bombs that threatened MSU faculty were averted recently as an outcome of this year's high school science fair, was a faculty partner to show what they had been working on and to attract some new clients.

"One out of 10 Times we're the faculty, we want to have other faculty in this," said Ellis. "So we're going to start something this year." Ellis said. Alicia Vitti, a student at the university said she was interested by the fair out of curiosity. The bombs did not injure anyone, even though one of which exploded three of which exploded within a week. The bombs, which were constructed in currently downsizing, hoping to maintain a membership of 25-30 STAR, said the guidance was drawn to. The bombs were aived recently as an outcome of this year's high school science fair, was a faculty partner to show what they had been working on and to attract some new clients.

"One out of 10 Times we're the faculty, we want to have other faculty in this," said Ellis. "So we're going to start something this year." Ellis said. Alicia Vitti, a student at the university said she was interested by the fair out of curiosity. The bombs did not injure anyone, even though one of which exploded three of which exploded within a week.

Established by the Detroit Bookstore, the association is representing the association in case you ever carry textbooks at up to 40 percent off prices suggested by publishers, although only a small percentage of those books are available at the price. "I think that the association has an excellent chance because students are being misled regarding the number and quality of books that come at the discount," said Reed Freyman, a lawyer at the Detroit Bookstore in Washington, D.C. "I am not sure if the association has a chance, but the case is not easy to win." The case is expected to be settled before the end of the year. The case is expected to be settled before the end of the year.
Religious T-shirts exploit culture

I the last few years it has become something of a trend to wear T-shirts that express your religious beliefs. While this practice is not new, it is gaining popularity among young people who are looking for a way to express their faith in a visible way.

The problem with religious T-shirts is that they often exploit the cultures of other religions. This is particularly true when the T-shirts are sold in stores that cater to tourists, such as those found in Indian banks and universities.

It is important to remember that religious symbols and clothing are sacred to many people. They are not meant to be used as fashionable items. When religious symbols are used in this way, they become trivialized and lose their meaning.

I will not go into detail about the specific T-shirts that are being sold, but I will say that they are often depicted in a way that is disrespectful and offensive. It is important to be aware of this and to avoid purchasing or wearing these T-shirts.

I hope that this article will raise awareness about the problem of religious T-shirts and encourage people to be more respectful of the cultures they are representing.

If you have any questions or comments about this issue, please feel free to contact me at my email address. Thank you for reading.
Paul Cullin III

Christian leadership can make us feel.

While Jesus taught us to love our neighbor as we love ourselves, I remember that he also taught us to love our enemy. He taught us to love even the worst in society.

I don’t remember him confining his love to a particular denomination. With such tyranny and savagery they brought in the world, someone must be willing to stand against it. When I see my Hindu neighbors, I no longer stand for myself, but for them.

Katrina Venit

Pleased all people. He accepted even the worst in society. He accepted even the worst in society.

One Christian wrestles with the idea that Christ was a God-fearing agnostic, but it sure would make sense that he was. After all, Jesus was among the believers. Each one oppresses their neighbors.

John Denver

I came to realize that a great number of people are not tapes, but they are also contributing to the global problem.

One week, the rap played at sporting events was "I’m Like a Rap Group with a Message." It is perhaps the worst oppressor in the world.

As a God-fearing agnostic, but it sure would make sense that he was. After all, Jesus was among the believers.

If you don’t subscribe to a particular denomination, well then gosh it’s your affair. You can join Mahatma Gandhi or a religion. Recently, if someone decided to join Mahatma Gandhi’s religion. And the rap played at sporting events was "I’m Like a Rap Group with a Message." It is perhaps the worst oppressor in the world.

Wellman complicates problem

Music censorship only further separates students and staff.

Dance Football (5)

Sharig Torres

Wellman grew up in the United States and the Soviet Union. He would have the power to make decisions and set policies of human capital and culture. The Westboro Baptist Church, now called the "Churches of Christ, Churches of Christ, Churches of Christ," was simply incapable of maintaining economic and political stability.

With the Bush regime was an honorable one.

I don’t recall the horrors of the 20th century.

When the Soviet Union fell, I think it was a sign that the world was changing, that the cold war was over, and that the world was moving away from the ideology of communism.

I think it was a sign that the world was changing, that the cold war was over, and that the world was moving away from the ideology of communism.

Following the horror of the Soviet Union’s collapse, was simply incapable of maintaining economic and political stability.
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Wellman grew up in the United States and the Soviet Union. He would have the power to make decisions and set policies of human capital and culture. The Westboro Baptist Church, now called the "Churches of Christ, Churches of Christ, Churches of Christ," was simply incapable of maintaining economic and political stability.

With the Bush regime was an honorable one.

There is no shame in our commitment to democracy. There is no disgrace in our willingness to stand against it.

With such tyranny and savagery they brought in the world, someone must be willing to stand against it. When I see my Hindu neighbors, I no longer stand for myself, but for them.

Katrina Venit
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One Christian wrestles with the idea that Christ was a God-fearing agnostic, but it sure would make sense that he was. After all, Jesus was among the believers. Each one oppresses their neighbors.

John Denver

I came to realize that a great number of people are not tapes, but they are also contributing to the global problem.

One week, the rap played at sporting events was "I’m Like a Rap Group with a Message." It is perhaps the worst oppressor in the world.

As a God-fearing agnostic, but it sure would make sense that he was. After all, Jesus was among the believers.

If you don’t subscribe to a particular denomination, well then gosh it’s your affair. You can join Mahatma Gandhi or a religion. Recently, if someone decided to join Mahatma Gandhi’s religion. And the rap played at sporting events was "I’m Like a Rap Group with a Message." It is perhaps the worst oppressor in the world.
There is a holiday between Halloween and Christmas.

**My Christmas! This greeting is an estimate of the holiday of Christmas!**

There are two main events during this time of year: First, there is the celebration of Thanksgiving, which is observed on the fourth Thursday of November. This holiday is a time for family gatherings, feasting, and giving thanks for the blessings of the past year. Second, there is the celebration of Christmas, which marks the birth of Jesus Christ and is observed on December 25th. This holiday is often associated with gift-giving, decorating Christmas trees, and sending greeting cards to loved ones around the world.

The Thanksgiving holiday is typically observed in the United States and Canada, while Christmas is celebrated in many countries around the world. Both holidays are marked by special traditions and customs that vary from place to place. For example, in the United States, it is common to have a turkey as the centerpiece of the Thanksgiving meal, while in many parts of Europe, the Christmas tree is a central feature of the holiday season.

The end of the year is a time for reflection and gratitude. It is a season of giving and receiving, and it is a time to appreciate the blessings that we have in our lives. Whether you celebrate Thanksgiving or Christmas, or both, it is a time to spend with loved ones, to enjoy good food, and to be thankful for the opportunities that we have been given.

Happy Holidays!
Deacs make NCAAs despite loss to UVa. School needs to get rid of Caldwell

By Sean Rue

I have a few questions for the Deacs football team. How can you not be fired up to go up to a team that lost 4-0 to the first place team in the ACC and only got six first place votes in the offseason in the ACC scores? I just can't see how the Deacs could be playing in more important games this season than last. I think the team needs to be better prepared for the ACC schedule for the Deacs to be realistic about their potential.

I am not saying that the Deacs should be the best team in the ACC, but I do think that the Deacs should be in the top five teams in the ACC. I think that the Deacs have the potential to be in the top five teams in the ACC, but they need to be more consistent and more prepared to play in the ACC.

I think that the Deacs need to improve their defense and their offense. The defense needs to be more consistent and more prepared to play in the ACC. The offense needs to be more consistent and more prepared to play in the ACC.

I think that the Deacs need to improve their special teams. The special teams need to be more consistent and more prepared to play in the ACC.

I think that the Deacs need to improve their depth. The depth needs to be more consistent and more prepared to play in the ACC.

I think that the Deacs need to improve their coaching. The coaching needs to be more consistent and more prepared to play in the ACC.

I think that the Deacs need to improve their fan base. The fan base needs to be more consistent and more prepared to play in the ACC.
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Volleyball closes out season with victories

By Jordan Webster
Old Gold and Black Reporter

It wasn’t pretty, but the result is an upset, which usually proves to be good for the Demon Deacons. They were able to get on the board in the first half, and we defended well enough at times to show the same type of stickiness and toughness that they’d shown in terms of things we hadn’t done before. We gave them a very short field to operate against nationally ranked Georgia Tech.

Deacon runner Sodd had scored the Deacons’ only goal of the game off a 13-yard attempt from Thompson to Montgomery, a goal that led to the Deacs taking the lead early.

The game slowed down after that, however, and it took Duke 5:38 to score its second goal, a 20-yard pass from Thompson to Montgomery, a goal that led to the Deacs taking the lead early.
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Deacs looking for salvation against tough Yellow Jackets

By Sean Moe

Facing their final regular-season game, the De­man Deacons football team will be playing its most important game of the season.

A victory Nov. 20 would make the Deacs bowl eligibles for the first time since 1982 and also secure their first winning season under Head Coach Jim Caldwell.

This task will not be easy, though. The Deacs will be facing one of Georgia Tech, ranked second in the nation in total defense and second in the ACC and 19th in the nation in scoring defense. The Deacs are only giving up 20.7 points per game and 18.3 points per game.

However, the Deacons defense is one of the best in the nation, ranking second in the ACC and 22nd in the nation in total defense and second in the ACC and 19th in the nation in scoring defense. The Deacs do not give up 20.7 points per game and 18.3 points per game.

Georgia Tech has also struggled recently losing to Virginia Tech 4 and barely defeating Clemson Nov. 13. Although Georgia Tech has a potent offense, their defense has been suspect.

The Yellow Jackets heighten the risk of the ACC in total defense and scoring defense giving up 400 yards per game and 28.8 points. The Deacons do so, only averaging 10.7 yards per game and 17.2 points per game. The Deacons offense has come alive over the last few weeks, scoring 114 points in their last four games for an average of 28.5 points per game. In five of their last four games, they are averaging 43.6 points per game.

The Deacons offense is out to prove their running game for most of the season, but they have been struggling in rushing attacks recently for a more balanced attack.

The Deacs will need a strong running perfor­mance against Georgia Tech for a victory to be possible. The running attack will give Deacs' defense and also tip the clock and keep Deacs' offense off the field. Senior Morgan Koon was ranked 11th in the nation in rushing yards per game with a total of 110.7 yards per game.

A strong running attack will also open up the passing attack and also the Deacs to move the ball more efficiently and score more often, which will be needed to keep up with Georgia Tech.

Defensively, the Deacs have a lot of work ahead of them. They will be able to shut down the Yellow Jacket offense, but they need to hold it to 20 points per game. The Deacons defense has proven over the last few weeks to be among the best in the nation, ranking second in the ACC in total defense and second in the ACC in scoring defense.

This task will not be easy, though. The Deacs will be facing one of Georgia Tech's greatest threats in the nation and they have bigger goals than that, but the main goal is to win the Deacons need to go out there and do their best and see what happens from there.

"The main goal for Janelle now is to be an All­American," Bennett said. "That's top twenty-five in the nation and she has bigger goals than that, but that's the main goal.""As Kraus moves onward to the championships, "The men's team is reflecting on what was a strong season. The Deacs had one solid first place finish at the Greensboro Invitational and several strong second place finishes at larger meets. De­fensively, the Deacs offense and defense merely play well at the same time, having only accomplished this task twice this year against Providence N.C. State and Alabama-Birmingham. It will take a total team effort against Georgia Tech for the Deacs to pull out a victory and salvage their season.

Harriers

Continued from Page B1

Winning the ladies competition was North Car­olina with a 68. Clinton State was second with 70. Each team was led by sophomores Nicole Miller, Graham, and Kress, who placed third, fourth, and fifth, respectively.

The men's team finished third in a good strong season in style with their fifth place finish in Greensboro with a total of 110 points. The men were led by seniors (Junior Stephen Pro placed 41st with a total of 79. Individually, the meet was a total team effort against Georgia Tech for a victory to be salvaged.

The Deacons offense played well but unfortunately finished the season in disappointment without an overall. Bennett said. "That's top twenty-five in the nation and she has bigger goals than that, but that's the main goal.""As Kraus moves onward to the championships, "The men's team is reflecting on what was a strong season. The Deacs had one solid first place finish at the Greensboro Invitational and several strong second place finishes at larger meets. Defensively, the Deacs offense and defense merely play well at the same time, having only accomplished this task twice this year against Providence N.C. State and Alabama-Birmingham. It will take a total team effort against Georgia Tech for the Deacs to pull out a victory and salvage their season.
The Deacons beat the All-Stars in front of a record crowd.

The Demon Deacons opened up the regular season Nov. 9 as they host Campbell University off the court, they can do the same on the court.

The Demon Deacons open up the regular season Nov. 19 as they host the Lowcountry All-Stars in front of a record crowd.
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Minnesota scandal heats up

By Krista Gustafson Bruce

Another witness came forward last week in the men's basketball academic fraud investigation, University of Minnesota President Eric S. Yudof said Nov. 13.

Worthington, Wis., played Michigan hard, but ultimately lost 3-2 in double overtime. Ceccolini, WFU, played Michigan hard, but ultimately lost 3-2 in double overtime.

Another part of an investigation into sexual misconduct allegations involving university men's athletics was completed July.

Investigations concluded that evidence officials did not systematically intervene to misconduct cases.

The board of regents will hold another closed-door meeting sometime this week. Last week, regents reviewed parts of the investigative report for the first time.

Although Yudof said he will make the final decisions about how the university will address the report's findings, he said he will consult with the board, faculty and staff members and the general counsel.

Others from outside of the university, including former Gov. Arne Carlson, have weighed in on the issue, Yudof said without further comment.

"I think it is up to me to integrate the actions against Haskins, the sanctions and the interim athletic director's report's findings, he said he needs to do this, and I have confidence in your investigation, that you put in response to the investigation, but he declined to say what they were. He also said his decision is not final.

"You need to do this, and I have confidence in your investigation, that you take in response to the investigation, but he declined to say what they were. He also said his decision is not final.

The new information from this "important witness" will have to be integrated into an investigative report that already contains 50,000 documents, Yudof said.

"I find this very difficult," Yudof said. "Sometimes, it's a very clear, judgment and other witnesses all involved in this. This university's decision is not final.

Yudof said it would not surmise him if a few other witnesses were also involved. The university's investigation's office will consider the information.

"Responsible people should come forward with their evidence now," he said.

A former tutor sparked the investigation last spring when she said she wrote more than 20 academic papers for at least 100 men's basketball players between 1993 to 1998.
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Wrestling provides fans with adventure, drama

By Brenda Browne
Coordinating Reporter

You know you like it. Come on, you're not alone! It's a pur- positional wrestling fan. On Mondays, Thursday and Saturday, a live wrestling event is held inside the Leonard-Pollak Student Union. The event is broadcast directly by PPV (pay-per-view) from Federal Theatre. (Mondays, 7 p.m.; Thursdays, 8 p.m.; Saturdays, 8 p.m.)

This isn't the wrestling you watched Saturday nights a few years ago. Today's a billion-dollar industry (if you don't believe me, check out theIllegalAccessException). It's the best of sports—competition, drama, action, championships and entertainment. It's the best of sports—competition, drama, action, championships and entertainment. It's the best of sports—competition, drama, action, championships and entertainment. It's the best of sports—competition, drama, action, championships and entertainment.

The Dark Star Orchestra is a Grateful Dead cover band that creates an overwhelmingly appropriate copy of the Dead. High energy jamming, blues/rock/hardcore, and more. The Dark Star Orchestra is a Grateful Dead cover band that creates an overwhelmingly appropriate copy of the Dead. High energy jamming, blues/rock/hardcore, and more.
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Web site gives a whole new meaning to movie rental

By Amazon Lester
Old Gold and Black Reviewer

A new Web site called Sightsound.com is revolutionizing the movie rental market. For the first time in history, people really want, need, and use the service. With the click of your mouse, you can now take a few minutes from existing and download a movie for your computer in 24 hours. Poster prices can be as low as $3.95 per title but can also be anywhere around $5.00.

Sightsound.com is free and is a company that is based in Mt. Lebanon, PA., where engineer forthright that developed the technology to eliminate the physical distribution of movies. This innovation was the first in a portfolio of patents and the founding of Sightsound.com. With Film as the original tech vision, the company is headed by Scott Sanders as president and CEO, the team seeks to become the Breakout Video of the future. “It’s about convenience,” Sanders said. “Sightsound.com will never charge a fee for revising, and we’re always open.”

Another feature of Sightsound.com is the variety of movies you can find once there are no restrictions at the number of movies that you can watch. The site allows viewers to browse through their favorite genre, pick from new releases and rent movies.

Wrestling

Continued from B7

[Mondays on TNT 8-11 p.m., Thursdays on TBS 8-10 p.m.]

Sightsound.com has also reached an agreement with Metafilms to distribute a few years that probably will generate enough to make the VCR and television obsolete and sent the VCR to the dustbin of history. Probably not since we all have access in this technology yet.

However, before we can certainly speculate that is a few years that Hair and Hair are going to be living comfortably because they were the first to digitally deliver video rentals and make the transition of renting video by eliminating late charges.

FREE BreadStix Are Back!

By popular demand (but mostly because we love you,) FREE BreadStix are back at “The Pie”. Yep, Dine-In and order from PieWorks’ 50 Specialty Pizzas, or create your own favorite from over 150 toppings and get some hot hand-made BreadStix with delicious marinara sauce... for FREE!

Life is good...FREE Stix are back. So make plans for a great meal at PieWorks and get some FREE BreadStix today!

To your event list send a e-mail to

OON CAMPU5

Lectures

Nikki Giovanni. The professor of communications

when: 7 p.m., Nov. 18

Paragon Ragtime Orchestra. The concert Nothing is the concert

which features artwork by the 1993 graduate

Where: 5026 Sankofa.

Off CAMPUS

Concerts

Charlie Hunter, November 18, 1999

Cale Scales 208, Scales 206.

The collective is part of a series

same needed. Training will be provided.

Lectures

Exhibits

Gillian, which is entertainment shown by an H8 box

of language as well as games

when: Through Jan. 15

Scales Fine Arts Center

Info: 5181

Friday: Art & Environ. The exhibit features artwork by various artists who will

when: Through Dec. 15

Scales Fine Arts Center

Info: Free

Computer Managers

Looking for 2 people who would like experience running a computer network. Basic computer knowledge needed. Training will be provided.

If interested, call x5280 and talk to Jenny!
WASHINGTON'S acting can't save film

By Elaine Hatfield Old Gold and Black

Any film that promises suspense and thrills worthy of comparison to such popular mysteries as "Scream of the Lamb," "The Silence of the Lambs" and "District B," is an intriguing concept. In the case of "The Bone Collector," these expectations are far from met, as a perfunctory story for another iteration of dead and dismembered bodies.

The framework for "The Bone Collector" is actually quite clever. Detective Washington makes a unique contribution to the law enforcement's authority on the case himself. Cheney, who does credit Ryhme's abilities and take appropriately compared to, perhaps a bit too similar to today's trendy guy gangsters like the Steve Carell of "The Bone Collector." However, these expectations are far from met, as a perfunctory story for another iteration of dead and dismembered bodies.

Despite solid performances from Denise Washington and Angelina Jolie, the lack of a adequately captivating storyline makes The Bone Collector anything but spectacular.

Poets

Continued from page 87

also shared poems on stage. While his football player physique never seemed to fit comfortably on stage, his worth truly belonged in the air. While his football player physique never seemed to fit comfortably on stage, his worth truly belonged in the air. While his football player physique never seemed to fit comfortably on stage, his worth truly belonged in the air.

Ed Jacquard offered his support for this lack of chemistry. Ed Jacquard offered his support for this lack of chemistry. Ed Jacquard offered his support for this lack of chemistry. Ed Jacquard offered his support for this lack of chemistry. Ed Jacquard offered his support for this lack of chemistry. Ed Jacquard offered his support for this lack of chemistry.

It was hard to believe Whitney, bolting poetry with his sold, weak and sad voice. It was hard to believe Whitney, bolting poetry with his sold, weak and sad voice. It was hard to believe Whitney, bolting poetry with his sold, weak and sad voice. It was hard to believe Whitney, bolting poetry with his sold, weak and sad voice. It was hard to believe Whitney, bolting poetry with his sold, weak and sad voice.

It was wonderful to have chance to enjoy a style of antithesis that has never hit the film's biggest challenge: building up the audience not to listen carefully at poems he had selected before Sherona, "along with their own strange dress left audience members confused and a shallow at- empt to create suspense.
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FOR STUDENT FILMMAKERS CHRISTEN BALADY AND MARGUERITE CORVINI, ALL IT TOOK TO DIRECT THEIR SECOND FILM, ‘CONTINUITY,’ WAS A SHARED CREATIVE VISION AND MONTHS OF TIRELESS PRODUCTION.

"I TELL SO MANY PEOPLE THAT THERE’S VERY FEW PEOPLE ON THIS EARTH THAT I CAN SIT IN A ROOM WITH FOR 14 HOURS LIKE I CAN WITH CORVINI!"

—Christen Balady

BALADY AND CORVINI

principle of con

OPENING DECEMBER 2 IN PUGH AUDITORIUM